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Abstract—Until now, various techniques for predicting fault-prone modules have been proposed and evaluated in terms of their

prediction performance; however, their actual contribution to business objectives such as quality improvement and cost reduction has

rarely been assessed. This paper proposes using a simulation model of software testing to assess the cost effectiveness of test effort

allocation strategies based on fault prediction results. The simulation model estimates the number of discoverable faults with respect to

the given test resources, the resource allocation strategy, a set of modules to be tested, and the fault prediction results. In a case study

applying fault prediction of a small system to acceptance testing in the telecommunication industry, results from our simulation model

showed that the best strategy was to let the test effort be proportional to “the number of expected faults in a module � log(module

size).” By using this strategy with our best fault prediction model, the test effort could be reduced by 25 percent while still detecting as

many faults as were normally discovered in testing, although the company required about 6 percent of the test effort for metrics

collection, data cleansing, and modeling. The simulation results also indicate that the lower bound of acceptable prediction accuracy is

around 0.78 in terms of an effort-aware measure, NormðPoptÞ. The results indicate that reduction of the test effort can be achieved by

fault prediction only if the appropriate test strategy is employed with high enough fault prediction accuracy. Based on these preliminary

results, we expect further research to assess their general validity with larger systems.

Index Terms—Complexity measures, fault prediction, quality assurance, resource allocation, simulation

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

AS recent software systems have grown in size and
complexity, quality assurance activities such as testing

and inspection have become increasingly important, not
only for software developers, but also for software
purchasers who are responsible for acceptance testing
and/or software service deployment. Since resources are
limited and scheduling is tight in most cases, quality
assurance must be performed as efficiently as possible.

To prioritize quality assurance efforts, techniques for
predicting fault-prone modules have been proposed to select
software modules by their probability of having a fault [16],
the number of expected faults [11], [17], or the fault density
[14]. Based on the prediction results, practitioners can
allocate limited testing (or inspection) efforts to fault-prone
modules so as to find more faults with smaller effort.

However, while the prediction performances of those
techniques have been evaluated in terms of recall/
precision/F1-measure [12], [26], Alberg diagrams [23],
and/or ROC curves [16], the final goal of reducing the
test effort or increasing software quality has been rarely
explored. To adopt fault prediction techniques in industry,

one needs to be able to assess the cost effectiveness of the
prediction because not only poor predictions but also a
poor resource allocation strategy could even increase the
test effort. Moreover, one needs to consider that metrics
collection, data cleansing, and modeling themselves
require a significant cost.

In this paper, from the point of view of the software
purchaser-side organization, we set our primary goal to
estimate the reduction of acceptance test effort that fault
prediction can achieve. To achieve this goal, our study
aimed to answer the following research questions:

(RQ1) What is the appropriate strategy to allocate test effort to
each module after prediction?

This question is difficult to answer although several
strategies can be easily developed. The simplest one is to
let the test effort be proportional to the number of
expected faults in a module [17]. The concern with this
strategy is that it does not consider the size of a module,
which may affect the ease of discovering a fault. Another
strategy is to allocate test effort based on the fault density,
but this may also not be the best choice because it
concentrates on modules with high fault density no matter
what their size, even though larger modules will contain
more faults than smaller ones. Moreover, the best strategy
may depend on the available test effort. For example, if we
have plenty of resources, applying equal effort to all
modules might be fine.

To answer this question, we need to be able to compute
the expected number of discoverable faults with respect to
the given test resources, the resource allocation strategy
(with fault prediction result), and the set of modules to be
tested. Then, we could estimate the test effort needed to
discover a desired number of faults.
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In this paper, we propose a fault discovery model that
can represent the relationship among the prediction results,
test efforts, module sizes, and the probability of fault
discovery. By using this model, we simulated testing to
compare the effectiveness of resource allocation strategies.

(RQ2) What is the required level of prediction accuracy?
If the prediction accuracy is very low, we cannot rely on

any test effort allocation strategy that uses the prediction
result. This paper tries to find the lower bound of the
required accuracy to distinguish between resource alloca-
tion strategies.

(RQ3) How much is test effort reduced by the prediction and
how much effort is needed to conduct the prediction?

This is the primary question companies want answered.
To answer this question, we assume that the tests currently
conducted by the company are not complete, i.e., there are
still some faults remaining after testing because most
software systems contain faults after release [7].

Therefore, we define a parameter called the remaining
fault rate in Section 4.3, and compute a required test effort
that potentially discovers as many faults as actual testing
through the simulation.

We also need to measure the effort needed for metrics
collection, data cleansing, and modeling to assess the cost
effectiveness of prediction.

The next section introduces our project context, includ-
ing motivation and related work. In Section 3, we explain
how we built the fault prediction models. Section 4
proposes our assessment method, including effort alloca-
tion strategies, a fault discovery model, and the simulated
testing. Section 5 describes the results and discusses the
case study. We summarize this paper in Section 6.

2 PROJECT CONTEXT

2.1 Motivation

The target organization is a software purchaser-side
company that provides various types of telecommunication
services using acquired software systems. In the software
acquisition processes, the company is responsible for
requirements analysis, architectural design, and acceptance
testing, while developer-side companies are in charge of
detailed design, programming unit/integration/system
testing, and debugging.

As the services grow in the number of variations with
shorter renewal cycles than ever before, the main motiva-
tion here is optimization of acceptance testing to provide high-
quality services to customers. From this perspective, the
primary goal of this paper is reduction of acceptance test
effort using techniques for predicting fault-prone modules.
Our study includes metrics collection, building predictor
models, and assessing the reduction of test effort.

2.2 Target Software and Modules

The target software consists of workflow modules, basic
function modules, library modules (of third parties), and
COTS components, with links to external systems such as
database and point-to-point systems. As shown in Fig. 1,
each functionality is implemented as one or more workflow
modules, and each workflow module uses basic function
modules, library modules, and COTS components as needed.

To apply fault module prediction to this software, the
primary question we need to answer is “what is the
appropriate level of ‘module’ to be predicted?” Previously,
some studies showed package-level prediction was more
effective (in terms of recall and accuracy) than file-level
prediction [28], [34] while others showed the opposite
conclusion (in terms of effort-aware evaluation) [8].

In this study, we approach this question from the
perspective of test case allocation. In acceptance testing,
each functionality specified in the design document can be
independently tested, that is, a set of test cases is
developed for each functionality, not for each workflow
module or other module/component. Therefore, to opti-
mize test effort allocation, in this paper the appropriate
granularity level of “module” to be predicted is a
“functionality.” Please note that the software purchaser-
side company does not need to care about the location of
faults in the code because “debugging” after testing is done
by the developer-side organization.

In terms of measurements of the module metrics of
source code, our targets are the workflow modules only.
Other modules/components (i.e., basic function modules,
library modules, and COTS components) are out of scope
for measurements because more than two functionalities
used each of these modules/components; thus it is not
considered as a part of an individual functionality.

The programming language used in the workflow
modules is a recently developed scripting language that
runs on a virtual machine. It is a procedural language
somewhat similar to C language. We developed a measure-
ment tool to measure source code metrics such as
cyclomatic complexity and nested block depth (NBD).

In addition to the source code metrics, design metrics can
be measured from the architectural design document for
each functionality. The design document consists of natural
language pages and business flow diagrams.

The target software had eight releases in the past. This
paper targets the five most recent releases, which we refer
to as releases 1 to 5 (5 is the most recent). Releases 1 to 4 are
used to construct fault-prone module prediction models,
and release 5 is our target to predict fault-prone modules
(functionalities) and to conduct the simulation of effort
allocation. Table 1 shows the number of modules (function-
alities) in each release. The total size of each release is
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around 25,000 lines of code (KLOC). The percentage of
modules having a fault ranges from 14 to 41 percent in each
release. (For confidentiality, we cannot show the exact
number of faults, sizes of modules, or the name of the
programming language.)

2.3 Related Work

While many case studies applying fault prediction to
industry datasets have been reported [22], [23], [24], [31],
few studies have estimated the reduction of test effort or
increase of software quality achieved by fault prediction. Li
et al. [17] reported experiences of applying field defect
prediction in ABB Inc. Their experiences include practical
issues of how to select an appropriate modeling method
and how to evaluate the accuracy of prediction across
multiple releases in time. They evaluated the usefulness of
prediction based on experts’ opinions. They reported that
modules (subsystems) identified by experts as the most
defect prone are among the top four defect-prone modules
identified by the prediction model. They also reported that
the module prioritization result was actually used by a test
team to uncover additional defects in a module previously
considered to be low defect prone. Unfortunately, they
did not provide any quantitative information about the
effort required for additional testing and the number of
uncovered additional defects.

Mende and Koschke [18] and Kamei et al. [9] proposed
the effort-aware measure Popt to evaluate the fault prediction
accuracy. While conventional evaluation measures such as
recall, precision, Alberg diagrams, and ROC curves ignore
the costs of quality assurance activities, their measure
assumes that testing or reviewing a module is roughly likely
to be proportional to the size. We used their measure to find
the lower bound of the required prediction accuracy needed
to discover as many faults as actual testing (Section 4.5).

3 MODEL CONSTRUCTION

3.1 Fit/Test Dataset

Since the sample size of the fit dataset (for building a
prediction model) greatly affects the quality of prediction,
we decided to include all modules in releases 1 to 4 in the fit
dataset. That is, a total of 138 modules were included in the
fit dataset. On the other hand, the test dataset (for
evaluating the model) consisted of 36 modules of release 5.

3.2 Objective Variable

There are three candidates for the objective variable: 1) the
probability of having a fault, 2) the number of faults, or

3) the fault density. Many researchers have chosen
candidate 1 to distinguish fault-prone modules (having at
least one fault) from fault-free modules (having no faults).
In this case, the number of faults (in fault-prone modules) is
ignored. In most datasets, only a small percentage of
modules have more than one fault [32]. On the other hand,
some practitioners have chosen candidate 2 because they
want to allocate quality assurance resources based on the
number of expected bugs that exist before testing [11], [17].
Also, some researchers have chosen candidate 3 rather than
candidate 1 or candidate 2 because larger files trivially have
more defects [14]. In summary, there is no clear consensus
about which variable should be predicted.

In this study, we predicted both the number of faults and
fault density, then found out which variable was preferable
based on the simulation of test effort allocation. On the
other hand, we did not predict the simple probability of
having a fault because in our study some modules had two
or more faults and such low quality modules should be
distinguished from modules having just one fault. Note
that we counted faults that we had needed to fix in
acceptance testing, while we ignored faults that were
reported but not fixed.

3.3 Predictor Variables

Metrics for each module (functionality) could be measured
from the design documents and source code as they were
available at the purchaser-side organization. To select a set
of metrics to be used as predictor variables, we needed to
balance the tradeoff between predictive power and the cost
of measurement because we needed to develop a measure-
ment tool for our scripting language, which was relatively
new and there was no existing measurement tool available.

Table 2 shows the metrics we decided to measure. Since
the target project was an enhancement project, and much
research has revealed that changes to existing code is the
most influential factor for fault injection [2], [6], [20], we
measured change metrics such as lines of code added/
deleted to the previous release. Also, as control flow metrics
are significant influential factors, we measured cyclomatic
complexity (VG) and nested block depth as well as their
change metrics. Data complexity is also important; how-
ever, because its measurement requires deeper code
analysis, we did not measure data-related metrics.

For design metrics, we measured natural language
documents and business flow diagrams, which are elements
of architectural design documents. As shown in Table 2, we
measured both base metrics and their change metrics.

As a result we employed 17 predictor variables, while the
sample size for model building is 138. We believe this is a
reasonable number because a rule of thumb is that five to 10
data points (= modules in this paper) are required for every
predictor variable in a typical prediction model [19], [29].

3.4 Prediction Models

Until now, various types of fault-prone module predictors
have been used, including the most commonly used linear
discriminant analysis [23], logistic regression analysis [21],
classification tree [10], support vector machine [8], and
random forest [16]. Since we need to predict a “number”
(the number of faults) rather than predicting a probability
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or conducting a classification, we decided to use random
forest, which can predict a number and is one of the
promising approaches in fault-prone module prediction
[16]. We also employed a linear regression model and
Classification and Regression Trees (CART), which are
commonly used modeling techniques in software engineer-
ing studies [9].

Since we need to predict both the number of faults and
fault density, there arises a question whether fault density
should be directly predicted or the number of faults
should be predicted first, then divided by the module size.
We try both approaches in this paper, and compare their
prediction performances.

4 ASSESSMENT METHOD

4.1 Effort Allocation Strategies

There are several possible strategies to assign test effort to

each module after prediction. This paper tests the following

seven strategies:

. [A1] Equal test effort to all modules
This is the most naive strategy, which we consider as

a baseline strategy.
. [A2] Test effort / module size

Given a module set ðm1; . . . ;mnÞ, the allocated test

effort ti for the ith module mi is defined as

ti ¼ ttotal � Si=Stotal;

where ttotal is total test effort of all modules, Si is

the size of the ith module, and Stotal is the total

size of all modules.
This is a basic strategy used in industry to assign

more test effort to larger modules. Arisholm et al. [1]
pointed out that the effort of testing or reviewing a
module is likely to be roughly proportional to the
size. Indeed, many companies use baseline values
for test case density; for example, one must run at
least “10 test cases per thousand lines of code” in
operational testing.

. [A3] Test effort / new/modified size þ 0:1� reused size
Allocated test effort ti is defined as

ti ¼ ttotal �
�
Snewi þ 0:1� Sreusedi

�
=�

Snewtotal þ 0:1� Sreusedtotal

�
;

where Snewi is the lines of new or modified code of the

ith module, Snewtotal is the total lines of new or modified

code, Sreusedi is the lines of reused code of the

ith module, andSreusedtotal is the total lines of reused code.
This strategy is an improvement of A2, which

distinguishes new/modified code and reused code.
Since reused code is much less faulty than new/
modified code, this strategy counts only 10 percent
of reused lines. (Although 10 percent may not be the
optimal value, this is often used in Japanese
software companies.)

. [B1] Test effort / # of predicted faults
Allocated test effort ti is defined as

ti ¼ ttotal � F̂i=F̂total;

where F̂i is the number of predicted faults in the

ith module and F̂total is the total number of predicted

faults in all modules.
This strategy is a straightforward way to find

more faults by allocating more test effort where
more faults are predicted.

. [B2] Test effort / predicted fault density
Allocated test effort ti is defined as

ti ¼ ttotal � ðF̂i=SiÞ=
Xn
i¼1

ðF̂i=SiÞ:

Since if faults are evenly distributed larger modules
clearly have more faults, some researchers are more
interested in predicting fault density rather than
simply the number of faults [14]. This strategy
allocates more effort to modules with higher fault
density, reducing the effect of size.

. [B3] Test effort / # of predicted faults � module size
Allocated test effort ti is defined as

ti ¼ ttotal � F̂i � Si=
Xn
i¼1

ðF̂i � SiÞ:

This strategy allocates more effort on larger modules
if they are likely to contain faults. This is a
combination of [A2] and [B1].

. [B4] Test effort / # of predicted faults � log(module size)
Allocated test effort ti is defined as
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ti ¼ ttotal � F̂i � logðSiÞ
.Xn

i¼1

ðF̂i � logðSiÞÞ:

Since strategy B3 allocates enormous effort to an
extremely large module, faults in small modules
might not be found if the total test effort is limited.
Strategy B4 tries to reduce the effect of such very
large modules, while still giving larger modules
additional effort.

4.2 Fault Discovery Model

This section proposes a fault discovery model that can
estimate the number of discoverable faults with respect to
the given test resources, the resource allocation strategy,
and the set of modules to be tested.

We extend the exponential Software Reliability Growth
Model (SRGM). The exponential SRGM is one of the
nonhomogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) models, and it
is also known as the Goel-Okumoto model [5]. We decided
to use this model because it is the simplest NHPP model
that has a constant fault detection rate (CFDR) per one fault
at an arbitrary testing time [33], which means parameter
estimation is much easier than other SRGMs. The exponen-
tial SRGM represents the relationship between testing time
(effort) and the cumulative number of detected faults as
shown in

ĤðtÞ ¼ a½1� expð�btÞ�: ð1Þ

ĤðtÞ: Expected value of the cumulative number of faults

detected by a given testing time (effort).

t : Testing time (effort).

b : Probability of detecting each fault per unit time.

a : The number of initial faults before testing.

In this model, b denotes the ease of finding a fault in
software. In our case, b must be individually defined for
each module since modules are different in size and
complexity. However, the estimation of b for every module
is practically impossible since we have 36 modules in the
test dataset and more than half of them contain no faults.
Alternatively, simply using the same b for all modules is
inadequate because some modules are much larger than
others, and thus the ease of finding a fault varies widely
among modules (e.g., a fault in 10 lines of code is much
easier to find than one in 1,000 lines of code).

As a feasible way to handle this problem, this study added
a module size parameter to b so that the ease of finding a fault
became dependent on the size of the target module.

Equation (2) is our extended SRGM that computes
discoverable faults in the ith module based on the given
test effort and module size:

Ĥi tið Þ ¼ ai 1� exp �bitið Þ½ �; bi ¼ b0=Si: ð2Þ

ĤiðtiÞ: Expected value of the cumulative number of

faults detected by a given testing time (effort) of
module mi.

ti : Testing time (effort) of module mi.

bi : Probability of detecting each fault per unit time

(effort).

ai : The number of initial faults in module mi before

testing.

Si : Size of module mi.

b0 : Constant.

In this model, the fault-detection rate is inversely
proportional to the module size. We assume that all
modules have the same parameter b0, that is, given a
certain amount of test effort, the ease of finding a fault
becomes the same if the module size is the same. Similarly,
for example, a double size module requires twice the test
effort to find the same number of faults (Fig. 2).

Note that there is no direct relationship between the
predictor variables of fault prediction models and the fault
discovery model because these variables are used to express
“how faulty a module is” while the fault discovery model
expresses “how difficult it is to find a fault in a module.”

4.3 Parameter Estimation

Before using our extended model (2), we need to estimate ai
and b0 from the available data in acceptance testing.
Obviously, the true value of ai is unknown because we
will never be aware of faults remaining in software after
testing. (Note that there is no test that can find 100 percent
of defects.) This study assumes, for example, 0.5 faults per
kSLOC are still remaining in new/modified code, and 0.05
faults per kSLOC in reused (i.e., not modified) code after
testing. Since we have no evidence to say 0.5 and 0.05 are
correct, we conducted simulations with several different
percentages in Section 5. We refer to these percentages as
remaining fault rates R1 (in new/modified code) and R2 (in
reused code). Then, ai is estimated by the following:

ai ¼ Hi þR1
Snewi

1;000
þR2

Sreusedi

1;000
; ð3Þ

where Hi is the actually detected faults in the ith module,
Snewi is the lines of new/modified code of the ith module,
and Sreusedi is the lines of reused code of the ith module.

Next, we need to estimate b0, which indicates the fault
detection rate per unit effort, from actually allocated test
effort and faults detected. Since the time series data of test
effort and detected faults were unavailable, this study
conducted a rough estimation of b0. Specifically, from (2),
we consider the following equation holds for a collection
of modules:

Htotal ¼ atotal½1� expð�ðb0=StotalÞttotalÞ�; ð4Þ
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where Stotal is the total size of all modules, ttotal is the total
test effort, Htotal is the total number of detected faults, and
atotal ¼

Pn
i¼1 ai.

From (4), b0 is computed as follows:

b0 ¼ �Stotal=ttotal � logð1�Htotal=atotalÞ: ð5Þ

4.4 Simulation Procedure

Fig. 3 shows our simulation procedure. In Step 1, we build
the fault-prone module prediction models from the fit data
set, followed by Step 2, which conducts prediction using the
test data set. Next, in Step 3, given the prediction results
and affordable (total) test effort, the allocated test effort for
each module is computed based on the given test effort
allocation strategy (in Section 4.1).

On the other side, Step 4 estimates parameters b0 and
a1; . . . ; an of (2), and finally, in Step 5, the expected number
of discoverable faults in each module Ĥi is computed based
on the allocated test effort t1; . . . ; tn given from Step 3.

Our goal was to find a test effort allocation strategy that
maximized the total discoverable faults Ĥtotal ð¼

Pn
i¼1 ĤiÞ

with respect to the affordable (total) test effort. Therefore,
we conducted Steps 1; . . . ; 5 for different effort allocation
strategies and total test effort levels. We also conducted the
procedure with different remaining fault rates R1 and R2

because the true values are unknown.

4.5 Evaluation Criteria of Fault Prediction

We need to evaluate the accuracy of fault prediction in
Step 3 since it greatly affects the simulation result.

Obviously, if the prediction accuracy is very low, then test
strategies B1; . . . ;B4 that rely on the prediction cannot
discover many faults.

Among various evaluation measures such as recall,
precision, F-value, Alberg diagram [23], and ROC curve
[16], we decided to use the normalized Popt [9], [18] because
it can evaluate the prediction performance in terms of testing
effort. Popt is defined as 1��opt, where �opt is the area
between the LOC-based cumulative lift charts of the optimal
model and the prediction model (Fig. 4). In this chart, the
x-axis is considered as the required test effort and the y-axis
is the maximum number of discoverable faults by the
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assigned test effort. Since the x-axis indicates the cumulative
size of modules, test effort is assumed to be proportional to
the size in the LOC-based cumulative lift chart.

Then, the normalized Popt is defined as

NormðPoptÞ ¼
Popt �minðPoptÞ

maxðPoptÞ �minðPoptÞ
; ð6Þ

where maxðPoptÞ and minðPoptÞ are calculated on the LOC-

based cumulative lift chart in which all modules are

ordered by predicted fault density. Here, maxðPoptÞ is

always 1 because �opt ¼ 0 for an ideal curve. To compute

minðPoptÞ, we consider the worst case of prediction,

i.e., modules are ordered in the x-axis by the actual fault

density in the “increasing” order.
In contrast to NormðPoptÞ, other measures such as ROC

curves evaluate the prediction performance based on the

assumption that the test effort is the same across modules,

but this assumption is rarely true in many cases.

5 CASE STUDY

5.1 Simulation Setting

5.1.1 Test Effort

In this study, we measured the test effort as the number of

test cases instead of person-hours. This implies that the test

cases are (approximately) equal in the sense that one

person-hour of test effort is equal to another person-hour of

test effort. However, we believe using the number of test

cases (as the unit for test effort) is preferable to represent the

real-world relationship between the test effort and the

probability of fault discovery because a fault is discovered

by executing a test case. Also, from the perspective of test

planning, the company demanded to know the number of

required test cases for each module rather than the effort

(person-hours) itself.
In our simulation, we used total test effort ttotal from zero

up to 200 percent of the actual effort (test cases) of this

project, and computed the total discoverable faults Ĥtotal

with respect to the prediction result and test effort

allocation strategy.

5.1.2 Remaining Fault Rates

In this case study, we examined three cases of remaining

faults rates: ðR1; R2Þ ¼ ð1; 0:1Þ; ð0:5; 0:05Þ; ð0:3; 0:03Þ. The

estimated parameter b0 for these cases are b0 ¼ 45:2; 64:0;

79:3, respectively.
According to the IPA/SEC White Papers on Software

Development Projects in Japan [7], the average fault rate
found in six months after release (i.e., after acceptance
testing) is 0.967 per kSLOC in 2-tier client server systems
and 0.156 per kSLOC in enhancement projects. Therefore,
we consider our R1 and R2 values are close to realistic.

5.1.3 Model Construction and Prediction

As described in Section 3, three modeling techniques,
random forest, linear regression, and CART (regression
tree), were used to construct prediction models from the fit
data set of 138 modules. For each modeling technique, we
built two models that predicted the fault density and the
number of faults, respectively. Afterward, the prediction
was conducted using the test dataset of 36 modules.

To build prediction models, we used the statistical
computing and graphics toolkit R [25] and its MASS, rpart,
and randomForest libraries. In linear regression, forward-
backward variable selection based on AIC was applied. In
CART, to control the tree growth we used the default
parameter values of rpart library, which can be seen by
“help(rpart.control)” command in R. Details of how
parameter works can be seen in paper [30]. In random
forest, we also used the default parameter values of
randomForest library, for example, the number of trees to
grow ntree ¼ 500, and the number of variables randomly
sampled as candidates as each split mtry ¼ sqrtðpÞ, where
p is the number of predictor variables.

5.2 Prediction Accuracy

Figs. 5 and 6 show the prediction accuracy as an LOC-based
cumulative lift chart. Fig. 5 shows the cases with fault
densities directly as predicted (we refer to these as fault

density models), and Fig. 6 shows the cases with the number
of faults as predicted, then divided by the module size (we
refer to these as fault count models). Table 3 shows the results
by the NormðPoptÞ measure.

Interestingly, the two types of prediction (fault density
and fault count) showed quite different results. The reason
is not totally clear, but this may have happened because
even the simple log-transformation of variables can lead to
different results [13]. Indeed, the fault density and the
fault count each have different value distributions, and
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models are adjusted to minimize the mean squared error
of each distribution.

Among the fault density models (Fig. 5), the random
forest showed the best performance ðNormðPoptÞ ¼ 0:831Þ,
while the linear regression (0.633) and CART (0.539) were
far beyond it. On the other hand, among the fault count
models (Fig. 6), the linear regression showed the best (0.818)
and others also showed comparable performances (0.781
and 0.723).

We consider that the random forest’s NormðPoptÞ ¼ 0:831
and 0.781 are comparable to past results. Kamei et al. [9]
evaluated the performance of package-level prediction for
three datasets, and showed that NormðPoptÞ was 0.51 in the
worst case and 0.89 in the best case (average was 0.73) when
they conducted cross-release prediction using random
forest with package-level product and process metrics.
Our result with random forest is close to the best case of
Kamei et al.’s result [9].

In addition, it should be noticed that the prediction
accuracy of all models (random forest, linear regression,
and CART) may not be stable, i.e., it greatly depends on the
dataset (project) [9]. One possible way to handle such
instability is to conduct a pilot prediction using past release
data of a project to make sure reasonable prediction
accuracy can be expected in that project.

5.3 Results of Simulation

Here, we present the results of simulation with respect to
our research questions.

(RQ1) What is the appropriate strategy to allocate test effort to
each module after prediction?

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results that compare the
seven test allocation strategies when using the best fault
prediction model (random forest, NormðPoptÞ ¼ 0:831).
Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7c show results with different ðR1; R2Þ. In
these figures, the x-axis shows the total test effort ttotal in
percentage where ttotal ¼ 100% means that test effort is
equal to the actual effort of this project. The y-axis shows the
total discoverable faults Ĥtotal in percentage where Ĥtotal ¼
100% means that Ĥtotal is equal to the actual discovered
faults Htotal.

From Figs. 7a, 7b, and 7c, the following trends were
observed for each strategy:

. Strategy A1 (equal effort). This strategy worked well
only if the test effort is extremely limited (ttotal � 10%).

. Strategy A2 (effort / module size). This is a basic
strategy that can discover 100 percent faults by

100 percent test effort (note that this relationship can
be derived from (2) and (5)). This strategy showed
the best performance if a system requires extremely
high reliability and a huge test resource is available
(ttotal ¼ 200%). Strategies B1 and B4 also showed
comparable performance for ttotal ¼ 200%; however,
from the point of view of cost effectiveness, B1 and
B4 should not be used because they require fault
prediction, while A2 does not. This implies that fault
prediction is useless when plenty of test resources
are available.
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TABLE 3
Prediction Accuracy by NormðPoptÞ



. Strategy A3 (effort / new/modified size þ 0:1� reused
size). This strategy outperformed A2 when ttotal �
80%. In case of ttotal ¼ 100%, this strategy still
outperformed A2 when (R1;R2Þ ¼ ð1; 0:1), while it
underperformed A2 when ðR1;R2Þ ¼ ð0:3; 0:03Þ.
This indicates that strategy A3 should be used
instead of A2 when strategy A2 overlooks many
faults in new/reused code.

. Strategy B1 (effort / predicted faults). This strategy
outperformed strategies A1, A2, and A3 except for
the situation of a huge test resource (ttotal � 200%).
This confirmed that the actual engineers’ strategy to
allocate quality assurance resources based on the
number of expected bugs is reasonable [17].

. Strategy B2 (effort / fault density). This worked well
only if the test effort is very limited (ttotal � 10%).
Otherwise, this is the worst strategy. From a further
analysis, we found that this strategy did not assign
enough effort to large modules; thus, faults in large
modules were not discovered. This happened
because large modules had much lower fault
densities than small modules, which corroborates
observations in past studies [3], [15].

. Strategy B3 (effort / predicted faults � module size).
This was not workable at all. This result is somewhat
surprising because this strategy is a combination of
A2 and B1, both of which performed much better.
From a further analysis, we found that there exists a
very small module (less than 50 SLOC) containing
four faults, and only a small amount of test effort
was assigned to the module because the prediction
model concluded there would be less than one fault.
This indicates that strategy B3 is too sensitive to
faulty prediction in small modules.

. Strategy B4 (predicted faults � log(module size)). This
showed slightly better performance than strategy B1
when ttotal is larger than 60 percent. Therefore, if we
consider reducing the test effort up to 40 percent,
then B4 is the best strategy.

From these results, answers to RQ1 are as follows:

. Strategy B1 and B4 are the two best strategies that
can possibly reduce the test effort.

. In the case where there is plenty of test effort
available, the basic strategy A2, which does not
rely on the fault prediction, was the best. This
implies that for extremely high-reliability systems
such as aerospace systems, we should not rely on
fault prediction (because any prediction involves
prediction error, and the prediction itself requires a
significant amount of cost.) In addition, we should
not apply fault prediction to extremely low-
reliability systems. For example, if most of modules
contain faults, we do not need to predict which
module is faulty.

. In a case of extremely limited test effort, one can
consider using strategy B2 (or A1).

Note that these results use the high prediction accuracy
model (NormðPoptÞ ¼ 0:831). We will explore with different
accuracies next.

(RQ2) What is the required level of prediction accuracy?
Tables 4a, 4b, and 4c show the required test effort ttotal to

detect as many faults as the actually discovered faults for

different ðR1; R2Þ. In all cases, strategy B4 showed better
performance than strategy B1 (as well as all other
strategies). Therefore, we concluded that B4 was the best
strategy in this case study. When using strategy B4,
the random forest model in fault density prediction
(NormðPoptÞ ¼ 0:831) showed the most stable results, which
saved 24 � 25 percent effort, regardless of the remaining
fault rates ðR1; R2Þ.

We see that the accuracy measure NormðPoptÞ and the
required testing effort are not consistent, i.e., higher
NormðPoptÞ does not necessarily mean lower testing effort.
For example, in the case of ðR1; R2Þ ¼ ð0:5; 0:05Þ, the
NormðPoptÞ ¼ 0:539 case performed better than the
NormðPoptÞ ¼ 0:633 case when using strategy B1 or B4. Also,
for some models, required testing effort became extremely
large as the remaining fault rates ðR1; R2Þ became smaller.
Typically, the linear regression model in fault count
prediction (NormðPoptÞ ¼ 0:818) with strategy B4 saved
26 percent effort when ðR1; R2Þ ¼ ð1; 0:1Þ, but this model
even increased the effort when ðR1; R2Þ ¼ ð0:3; 0:03Þ. These
results imply that we cannot rely on the measureNormðPoptÞ
solely because the required testing effort depends on not
only the prediction accuracy, but also the prediction type,
the modeling technique, the test strategy, and the remaining
fault rates ðR1; R2Þ. This means simulation of test effort
allocation is definitely needed before applying any test
strategy based on the fault prediction.

However, to answer RQ2, we could consider the fact
that there was no chance to save testing effort when
NormðPoptÞ < 0:781 for any cases ðR1; R2Þ ¼ ð0:3; 0:03Þ;
ð5:0; 0:05Þ, or ð1; 0:1Þ. As an answer to RQ2, we suggest
around NormðPoptÞ �¼ 0:78 as the lower bound to consider
using the prediction result. At the same time, we also warn
that NormðPoptÞ 	 0:781 does not mean there is always a
chance to save testing effort, as we see the linear regression
model (of NormðPoptÞ ¼ 0:818) could not save effort at all
when ðR1; R2Þ ¼ ð0:3; 0:03Þ. Therefore, we warn that the
suggested required accuracy NormðPoptÞ �¼ 0:78 is just a
rough idea and is not the true lower bound. Also, note that
this is basically a preliminary example which needs to be
repeated on other systems to assess its general validity.

(RQ3) How much is the test effort reduced by the prediction?
And, how much effort is needed to conduct prediction?

As shown in Table 4, the maximum test effort we could
save in this simulation was 25 percent when we employed
the most stable model (the defect density model of random
forest) and strategy B4.

Regarding the effort needed to conduct prediction, the
company required about 6 percent of the total test effort
for metrics collection, data cleansing, and modeling. (Note
that this 6 percent does not include the cost required to
develop the source code measurement tool.)

Therefore, 25%� 6% ¼ 19% effort could be saved with
our best prediction model.

5.4 Analysis

This section tries to clarify the important metrics in our
fault prediction model. We analyze the impact of the
metrics by IncNodePurity, which is the mean decrease in
node impurity of a random forest model [4]. A higher
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IncNodePurity indicates that a variable plays a more
important role in a prediction model.

Fig. 8 shows IncNodePurity assigned by the fault density
model of random forest (our best fault density model.)
Abbreviations in Fig. 8 are explained in Table 2. In this case
study, two design metrics, PNOD and �PNOD, which are
related to processing nodes in a business flow diagram,
were the most influential factors. Interestingly, the code
churn metrics ADD, DEL, and CHG did not contribute so
much in our case. This suggests that practitioners who want
to reduce the acceptance test effort based on fault prediction
should measure design documents as well as source code.

Table 5 shows the selected (or important) variables in
each model. For random forest, the top five important
variables (in terms of IncNodePurity) are shown. For linear
regression, selected and statistically significant (p < 0:05)
variables are shown. For CART, selected variables are
shown. As shown in Table 5, fault density models and
fault count models showed quite different results. In fault
density models, only PNOD is the common important
variable among three models. On the other hand, in
fault count models, REV and MOD are commonly im-
portant. Four variables �MOD, PAGE, NBD, and VG were
not selected in all models; however, their related variables
MOD, �PAGE, �NBD, and �VG were all selected in one
of the models. These results indicate that practitioners who
want to conduct fault prediction should not reduce the

number of variables because a variable that is not useful in
some model could be useful in other models. It is important
future work to investigate why the selected variables are so
different among the models.

5.5 Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss the threats to the validity of our
work. The results of this study rely on the fault discovery
model,which weextended fromthe conventional exponential
SRGM. Since the model is a simple abstraction of real-world
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Fig. 8. IncNodePurity metrics for each metric in the fault density model of
random forest.

TABLE 4
Required Test Effort to Discover 100 Percent Faults



testing, our estimation might be too simplified to match the
actual testing situation. However, because this is the first
attempt to estimate the reduction of test effort by fault
prediction, we expect further research to improve the model
to be more realistic. For example, we might consider using
complexity metrics (e.g., cyclomatic complexity) instead of
module size Si in (2) because more test effort is needed to
discover a fault in a more complex module. But still, we also
believe we will have a very similar result because the
cyclomatic complexity is highly correlated with the module
size (in our case, correlation coefficient ¼ 0:966Þ.

This paper used datasets collected from five releases of
one software project. We need to conduct case studies with
other projects to generalize our results.

This paper compared seven strategies to allocate test
effort to each module. However, these seven are by no
means complete. We need to conduct simulations with
other strategies to find better strategies in the future.

This paper did not consider the severity or the potential
impact of the defect. We found that the severity ratings of
defects are very often subjective and inaccurate; thus, many
researchers do not use the severity in their fault prediction
studies [19]. However, severity is generally important in
prioritizing the test effort; thus, it is our future work to
assess the severity ratings in the simulation model. One
possible suggestion is to build different predictor models
for high-severity defects and low-severity defects, then
conduct simulation for each prediction model.

6 CONCLUSION

To evaluate the cost effectiveness of fault prediction, this
paper compared seven test effort allocation strategies
using the proposed simulation model. Our findings from
a case study in the telecommunication industry include
the following:

. Strategy B1 (test effort / predicted faults) and B4
(test effort / predicted faults � log(module size))
were the two best strategies that could possibly
reduce the test effort.

. When there was plenty of test effort available, the
basic strategy A2, with test effort proportional to the
module size (i.e., not relying on fault prediction),
detected the largest number of faults.

. Strategy B2 (test effort / fault density) worked well
only if the test resource was extremely limited.
Strategy A1 (equal test effort to all modules) is also
workable in this situation.

. By using strategy B4 with our best fault prediction
model, it showed that the test effort could be
reduced by 25 percent to detect as many faults as
actual discovered faults, while the company
required about 6 percent of the test effort for
metrics collection, data cleansing, and modeling.

. We suggest around NormðPoptÞ �¼ 0:78 as the lower
bound to consider using the prediction results
because there was no chance to save testing effort
when NormðPoptÞ < 0:781 for any cases. However,
we also found that NormðPoptÞ is not a reliable
measure, and it should be considered a very rough
idea of the required accuracy.

These results suggest that reduction of the test effort is
achieved only if the appropriate test strategy is employed
with a sufficiently high fault-prediction accuracy. However,
where sufficient data are available to fit a prediction model
and develop good fault prediction accuracy, the appro-
priate test strategy can significantly reduce the necessary
level of test effort while still maintaining the same level of
fault detection or provide a higher level of fault detection
with the same test effort.

While considerable future work is needed to confirm
these results and generalize them, it seems clear that fault
prediction models provide another tool for practitioners to
use in reducing the costs of testing or increasing the quality
produced by testing. Such models help pinpoint where
testing will be most effective in finding and removing
faults. That means the test effort is applied where it can do
the most good, as if the testers had a map showing where
the faults were most likely to be found.
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